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Abstract
A stereoscopic rotational movement aftereffect (MAE) and a stereoscopic bi-directional MAE were generated by rotation of a
cyclopean random dot cylinder in depth and by movement of two cyclopean random dot planes in opposite directions,
respectively. Cross-adaptational MAEs were also generated on each other, but not with stimuli lacking any disparity. Cross-adap-
tation MAEs were generated between stereoscopic and non-stereoscopic random dot stimuli moving in the one X:Y plane.
Spontaneous reversals in direction of movement were observed with bistable stimuli lacking disparity. Two models of the middle
temporal area were considered which might explain both the stereoscopic MAEs and the spontaneous reversals. © 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Anstis [3], Julesz [6], Papert [11], and Zeevi and Geri
[14] have observed that stereoscopic motion induces
either a weak or no movement aftereffect (MAE). How-
ever, Patterson et al. [12] reported that stereoscopic
motion can induce strong MAEs when adaptation du-
rations are long enough. They also found considerable
cross-adaptational MAEs between stereoscopic and
non-stereoscopic motion and they concluded that the
mechanisms for both types of motion are located at the
same site. The earlier studies, and that of Patterson et
al. [12], all used linear motion in the X:Y plane. The
aim of our experiments was to determine whether
movement in depth, such as stereoscopic rotational
movement, could produce an MAE and whether it
could also cross-adapt with non-stereoscopic rotational
movement.
2. General methods: apparatus
The same apparatus was employed in all experi-
ments. Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) stimuli
were generated by Magic Eyes Liquid Crystal (LCD)
shutter glasses (Model V1, Stereographics Corpora-
tion). The glasses were interfaced with a Silicon Graph-
ics Indy computer (model R4600) with a 24-bit graphics
card. Stimuli were presented on a 19-inch monitor with
12801024 pixels resolution (with square pixels of
0.275 mm). The computer closed the glasses to block
vision at 120 cycles per second, with vision to one eye
blocked at 60 cycles per second. The images were
presented with crossed and uncrossed disparity of 98
min of arc which created a clear stereoscopic stimulus
for all subjects. Because the alternation was so rapid,
subjects were not able to detect any flickering.
3. General procedures
Using a chin rest, subjects were placed 85 cm away
from the screen. They viewed a moving adaptation
stimulus for 60 s followed immediately by a stationary
test stimulus. Each subject had to measure the duration
of any MAE by pressing a button interfaced with the
computer. They were also asked to describe the type of
movement (e.g. whether the MAE appeared to move
only in one direction in the X:Y plane or whether it
appeared to rotate or to move in more than one
direction). All subjects were tested with a range of 3D
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Table 1
The adapting and testing conditions for Experiment 1
TestAdaptation
Full mono (FM) Half stereo (HS)Full stereo (FS) Half mono (HM)
Full stereo (FS) FS–FS FS–FM FS–HS FS–HM
FM–FM FM–HSFull mono (FM) FM–FMFM–FS
HS–FM HS–HSHS–FS HS–HMHalf stereo (HS)
HM–FMHalf mono (HM) HM–HSHM–FS HM–HM
stimuli to see if they had adequate stereoscopic vision.
They all clearly saw objects in depth and stimuli with-
out disparity were not seen in depth. The subjects were
instructed to fix their gaze on a fixation cross on the
screen.
4. Experiment 1
In a pilot experiment using random dot stereograms
in the one X:Y plane, we adapted for 60 s and were
able to generate a stereoscopic MAE, which cross-
adapted with a non-stereoscopic MAE. We generated
stereoscopic vision with liquid crystal glasses. In the
present experiment, we adapted with a stereoscopic
cylinder that rotated around its vertically aligned axis.
We also adapted with similar non-stereoscopic stimuli
and tested for cross-adaptation.
4.1. Specific methods
Eleven voluntary subjects were drawn from the popu-
lation of university students and staff. Four subjects
participated in the pilot experiment, while the other
seven had no experience of MAEs. All subjects had
normal or corrected to normal vision.
4.2. Stimuli
There were four types of stimuli generated for this
experiment.
(1) A cylinder of 1000 random white dots (6.0 cd:m2)
of 5.6 min of arc radius (at 85 cm viewing distance)
were presented against a navy blue background of 4.5
cd:m2 (this colour appeared to give good stereopsis). A
full stereo cylinder (FS) was achieved by a binocular
disparity of 98 min of arc. In order to achieve a
cylinder in depth, the disparity varied from 8 min of arc
in the center to zero at the edges of the cylinder. The
arrangement of the dots gave a cylinder 7.78° high with
a diameter of 6.46°. The FS stimulus looked like dots
on a cylindrical drinking glass, with dots visible on
both the front and back planes. When the FS was
rotated right, dots in the front plane would appear to
move right while dots in the rear plane appeared to
move left.
(2) The dots were presented without disparity (full
mono (FM)) thus producing a flat cylinder of the same
size located in the middle plane relative to FS. Each eye
received the same stimulus when it was open. When the
FM stimulus was rotated the dots moved bi-direction-
ally in the one plane.
(3) A stereoscopic half cylinder of 500 dots was
presented at 8 min of arc of crossed disparity (HS) with
only the front plane showing. The HS stimulus moved
with the same appearance as the front of FS.
(4) A similar half cylinder of 500 dots was presented
without any disparity (HM) and located in the middle
plane relative to FS. Each eye received the same stimu-
lus when its glass was open.
Table 1 outlines the adapting and test conditions for
the MAEs tested. Each subject thus was tested under 16
conditions. A fixation point of a red cross (1.51.5°)
was placed in the centre of the stimuli. In the FS and
HS condition the cross appeared to be in depth at the
centroid of the cylinder. The cylinders were rotated at
10 rad:min about their vertical axes.
After each viewing condition, as set out in Table 1,
subjects were given a 2-min break and, after four to six
trials, they were given a 5-min break. The 16 conditions
were counterbalanced across all the subjects. Before
beginning the sessions proper, subjects were given trials
to familiarize them with MAEs and how to measure
them.
4.3. Results and discussion
One of the most striking feature of the results is that
adaptation with moving half cylinders, either stereo-
scopic or monocular, produced larger MAEs than those
produced by bidirectional movement (compare Fig. 1A
with Fig. 1B).
In all cases, uni-directional motion produced cross-
adaptation between stereoscopic and non-stereoscopic
motion (Fig. 1B). The difference between full and half
cylinder MAEs was significant (F1,7012.57, pB0.01).
There was no significant difference across test condi-
tions collapsed across adaptation conditions (F7,70
1.41, p\0.05) but there was a significant interaction
term (F7,702.57, pB0.05). Another striking feature of
the results is that we have produced a new type of
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Fig. 1. (A) Bar histograms of the means and standard errors of MAE durations in seconds for Experiment 1 after adapting with full cylinders
either 3D or 2D. The dark bars are cross-adaptation conditions. (B) Bar histograms of the means and standard errors of MAE durations for
Experiment 1 after adapting with half cylinders either 2D or 3D. The dark bars are cross-adaptation conditions.
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cyclopean MAE in that the MAE rotated in the oppo-
site direction to the inducing stimulus (FS–FS, Fig.
1A). By contrast, most of the subjects reported only
movement in one direction after adaptation with half
cylinders, even when the test cylinder had two planes
(HS–FS and HM–FS, Fig. 1B). In the FS–FS condi-
tion, there was a significant MAE (mean5.7 s, t10
6.03, pB0.01) and 10 of the 11 subjects reported that
the MAE movement was a rotation about the vertical
axis, but in the opposite direction to the inducing
rotation. FS adaptation produced a small uni-direc-
tional MAE on the half stereoscopic cylinder (FS–HS),
but it did not produce any cross-adaptation with the
non-stereoscopic stimuli (FS–FM and FS–HM).
Adaptation with the non-stereoscopic full cylinder
(FM) did not produce an MAE on itself or cross-adap-
tation on HS and HM. However, it did produce signifi-
cant cross-adaptation on FS with six of the 11 subjects
reporting rotation (Fig. 1A). This cross-adaptation re-
sult is very interesting given that FS adaptation failed
to produce cross-adaptation on any non-stereoscopic
stimulus including HM. During FM adaptation, all
subjects reported that when the FM cylinder was rotat-
ing in one direction it would suddenly switch and rotate
in the opposite direction. These reversals occurred at
least twice during the adaptation period. These reports
are similar to observations made by Nawrot and Blake
[9] when they rotated a non-stereoscopic sphere. These
reversals are most likely due to the ambiguous nature
of the motion when projected onto the 2D screen. We
feel that these reversals could explain why FM adapta-
tion failed to produce an MAE on itself. The reversals
could produce opposite MAEs, which could lead to an
overall cancellation of the aftereffect. This raises the
important question as to how the FM–FS condition
both overcame this possible cancellation and produced
rotation in the MAE. We feel that the explanation may
be related to the fact that many of the subjects reported
that while the FM cylinder did not appear 3D when
stationary in the way FS did, it appeared more like a
3D object during movement. This has lead us to con-
sider that there might be other possible depth cues or
even possible cues to cylindricality during this rotation
that might influence the FS stimulus. We feel that there
might be three possible cues: (1) texture cues, in that to
simulate a cylinder rotating, dots around the vertical
edges of the cylinder are more concentrated than at the
center; (2) velocity cues, in that to make it seem that the
cylinder was rotating, dots at the center moved faster
than at the edges; (3) perspective cues, in that the
software maintains true perspective by having a region
at the top and bottom of the cylinder that has dots
moving in only one direction. Adaptation with these
cues might give enough input into the 3D FS stimulus
to overcome any cancellation due to reversals. They
might activate sensors sensitive to rotation in depth and
hence not be influenced by the reversals in the one
plane. Overall, apart from the FM–FS result, these
results suggest rotational 3D movement is processed at
a different site to uni-directional movement in the X:Y
plane, whether it is a 3D or a 2D stimulus.
5. Experiment 2
The aims of the this experiment were three-fold: (1)
to determine whether linear motion in opposite direc-
tions in two planes would produce rotary motion in a
cylinder and vice versa; (2) to determine whether an
MAE would not be produced if the possible depth or
cylinder cues are removed from a bidirectional stimulus
moving in the one plane; (3) to determine whether
movement in opposite directions in two planes would
cross-adapt with movement in one plane.
5.1. Methods
Twelve voluntary subjects were drawn from the pop-
ulation of university students and staff. Five of the
subjects participated in Experiment 1, while the other
seven had no previous experience of MAEs. All subjects
had normal or corrected to normal vision and were
checked for adequate 3D vision. All general procedures
were the same as in Experiment 1.
5.2. Stimuli
There were five stimuli employed in the experiment.
(1) A full cylinder condition (FS) which was the same
as in Experiment 1.
(2) A cyclopean dual plane stimulus (PS) which was
comprised of two planes of 450 random white dots (6.0
cd:m2) against a black background (0.05 cd:m2 ). Depth
was produced by 98 min of arc disparity and thus the
two planes were separated by the same depth (6.46°) as
the depth of the cylinder.
(3) A similar stimulus (PM) to PS without any dis-
parity which was the equivalent to FM in that two sets
of 450 dots moved in opposite directions in the middle
plane.
(4) A stimulus of 450 dots in the front plane (F) with
8 min of arc of crossed disparity which set it at the
same position as the front of the cylinder (3.23° in front
of the fixation point).
(5) A stimulus of one plane of 450 dots (M) which
appeared on the same plane as the fixation point and
was thus midway between the two planes of PS.
All the planes were 7.787.78° and were moved at
3.26°:s, which was the tangential speed of the dots in
FS as they moved across the front of the cylinder. The
front plane moved to the right and the back plane
moved to the left. The fixation point was the same red
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Table 2
The adapting and testing conditions for Experiment 2
TestAdaptation
Planes mono (PM) Front plane (F)Planes stereo (PS) Middle plane (M)
Planes stereo PS–PS PS–PM PS–F PS–M
PM–PSPlanes mono PM–PM PM–F PM–M
cross as in Experiment 1, located midway between the
two planes.
The plane stimuli were set up to eliminate the tex-
ture, velocity and perspective cues present in FM of
Experiment 1 as there was: (1) an even distribution of
dots across the entire surface of each plane; (2) each dot
moved at the same speed; (3) perspective was removed
so that there was no area where dots moved uni-direc-
tionally alongside bi-directional movement.
5.3. Procedure
There were 10 experimental conditions, eight of
which are set out in Table 2.
The other two conditions were PS–FS and FS–PS
which tested for the effects of motion in two planes on
rotary motion and the effects of rotary motion on
motion in two planes.
5.4. Results and discussion
Adaptation with two stereoscopic depth planes mov-
ing in opposite directions only produced significant
MAEs on stereoscopic test stimuli (PS–PS, PS–FS and
PS–F) (see Fig. 2). In contrast, adaptation with two
non-stereoscopic planes moving in opposite directions
failed to produce any type of MAE, either on itself or
on the other cross-adaptation conditions (Fig. 2). The
stereo PS adaptation also failed to produce any cross-
adaptation on stimuli in the middle plane (PM and M).
A most important result is that adaptation with the
full cylinder (FS) produced a cross-adaptation MAE on
the two stereo planes (PS), and PS adaptation produced
a cross-adaptation rotation MAE on FS (see Fig. 2). In
the MAE to PS–FS, all 12 subjects saw the MAE
rotate in the opposite directions to the movement of the
two planes in PS. In the MAE to FS–PS, the rotation
movement produced an MAE in which the two planes
moved in opposite directions for eight out of 12
subjects.
In PS–PS condition, eight out of 12 subjects also saw
an MAE in which the two planes moved in opposite
directions.
The removal of the depth and:or cylinder cues from
the PM stimulus prevented it from producing any MAE
at all, even on the stereoscopic two-plane stimulus. This
suggests that the FS stimulus might be sensitive to these
cues.
It is also interesting that the two-plane stimulus (PS)
failed to produce an MAE on either PM or M which
are located on the middle plane, but it did produce an
MAE on the front plane. This suggests a clear selectiv-
ity of the stereoscopic mechanisms which was not ap-
parent in the experiments that used only motion in one
plane (e.g. our pilot experiment and the work of Patter-
son et al. [12]).
Overall, the results of both Experiments 1 and 2
clearly indicate that opposing motion in two planes,
either rotary motion or linear motion, does not cross-
adapt with non-stereoscopic motion in the one plane if
it is at a different depth. This suggests that the mecha-
nisms for stereoscopic motion in two planes are located
in a different place to the mechanisms governing both
stereoscopic and non-stereoscopic motion in the X:Y
plane.
6. General discussion
These experiments have shown that stereoscopic
movement in depth can produce an MAE which does
not cross-adapt with similar stimuli that have no cues
producing stereoscopic depth. This movement in depth
can be either rotation about a vertical axis (RV) or
movement of two linear planes in opposite directions
(2P). The MAEs produced by RV and 2P cross-adapt
equally. These results suggest that the mechanisms un-
derlying these movements in depth are located at a
different site to those mediating movement in one
plane. The results of our pilot experiment and our
Experiment 1 (Fig. 1B), taken in conjunction with the
data of Patterson et al. [12], clearly indicate that stereo-
scopic movement in one plane (SMO) cross-adapts with
non-stereoscopic movement in one plane (NSMO), even
though they can be at different depths. Thus, the
general proposal of Patterson et al. [12], that stereo-
scopic and 2D motion are mediated by the same neu-
rons, appears to be restricted to situations where
movement is confined to single X:Y planes.
Patterson et al. [12] proposed that the site for stereo-
scopic motion perception might be the middle temporal
area (MT) as it contains cells activated by both dispar-
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ity and motion. However, Maunsell and Van Essen [7]
found fixed disparity tuning of MT neurons to fronto-
parallel stimuli but they also found that they did not
respond selectively to motion in stereoscopic depth.
More recently, Bradley et al. [4] reported MT neurones
that were selective for transparent surface movements
at different depths. The movement situation in our
experiments are clear examples of motion transparency
as they consist of the perception of multiple directions
of motion in the same location [2]. Bradley et al. [4], as
others have reported, found that most MT neurons
were direction selective. When they moved a random
dot pattern across the receptive field, they found that
cells had a ‘preferred’ direction with a ‘preferred’ dis-
parity and an ‘antipreferred’ direction which moved in
the opposite direction. They then superimposed the
preferred and antipreferred moving patterns to form a
transparent motion stimulus. In 40% of the neurons
(planar opponent (PO)), the overall response was sup-
pressed most strongly when the antipreferred pattern
was located at the same depth as the preferred pattern.
That is, movement in the same plane was markedly
reduced. When the patterns were at different disparities
or depths, there was either little or no suppression.
These responses could explain why our bi-directional
transparent movement in the one plane led to no MAE
being produced. In 15% of the cells (near:far opponent)
suppression was strongest when the antipreferred pat-
tern was either in front or behind the preferred pattern.
In 5% of the cells (additive) suppression was weakest
when the opponent patterns were at similar depths. The
remaining third of the neurons were strongly sup-
pressed regardless of the depth of the antipreferred
pattern (let us call them non-disparity neurons (ND)).
These cells could also contribute to our lack of an
MAE on the one plane to two directions of movement
and to MAEs being produced by uni-directional mo-
tion regardless of depth. Bradley et al. [4] argue that
disparity plays an intrinsic role in MT motion compu-
tation by providing a means of distinguishing motion
signals from different surfaces, such as our moving
random dot stereograms (RDS). It is unlikely that
striate cortex (V1) is mediating these effects, as Poggio
et al. [13] reported that V1 cells sensitive to RDS were
not directionally sensitive. It could be possible that the
complex suppressive interactions of planar opponent,
near:far opponent and ND neurons might explain our
results.
More recently, Andersen et al. [2] and Chang et al.
[5] have reported even more relevant findings on sup-
pressive interactions by discovering MT cells in the
awake monkey, which are sensitive to rotation of a
cylinder of dots. The monkeys were trained to make a
saccade to indicate the perceived direction of the cylin-
ders’ rotation. When the cylinders had disparity cues
the direction indicated was consistent with the direction
of the cylinder movement. When the cylinder had no
disparity the monkey reported reversals in the direction
of the cylinder, and these MT cells also showed rever-
sals in their responses, suggesting that MT responses
are correlated with the perceived rotation direction of
the bistable cylinders. When the monkey was perceiving
that the near surface of the bistable cylinder was mov-
ing to the right and the far surface to the left, then MT
cells selective for right directions and near disparities,
and those selective for left directions and far disparities,
were more active. If the monkey reported the cylinder
starting to rotate in the opposite directions then the
near-left and far-right cells would be active and the
others would become less active [1]. These results fit
very well with the data of our experiments and suggest
that these cells could be mediating our effects.
Andersen et al. [2] conclude that MT cells are essen-
tial to the perceiving of surface movements, as they are
mutually inhibitory to opposite directions within a
given disparity channel. Andersen et al. [2] have put
forward a model to explain both the perception of two
surfaces in depth moving in opposite directions and the
reversals in direction of two movements in the one
plane. However, their explanation of the reversals is not
clear. They propose a model in which far neurons
(uncrossed disparity) and near neurons (crossed dispar-
ity) are tuned to opposite directions and inhibit each
other within a given disparity channel. At the same
time they excite cells sensitive to the opposite direction
in other disparity channels. Thus in MT, different
directions must be represented in different disparity
channels. Andersen et al. [2] do not consider cells tuned
for near-zero disparities, as they say that there are few
such cells in MT. This is rather unusual because, as
mentioned above [4], they found a third of the cells
(ND) showing strong suppression regardless of dispar-
ity. These cells could also mediate uni-directional
MAEs, but be suppressed by bidirectional movement in
depth and thus show no cross-adaptation MAEs.
Nawrot and Blake [10] have also proposed an opponent
process model based on inhibition and excitation to
explain surface detection and reversals in direction.
They also have cells sensitive to opposite directions at
the same disparity, including zero disparity, inhibiting
each other. But in their model, zero disparity neurons
excite cells sensitive to the same directions at uncrossed
and crossed disparities. In addition, their far and near
cells inhibit cells tuned to the same direction in all the
other disparity channels. Thus, these binocular cells
tuned to a given disparity and direction are directly
activated by the moving stimulus, and at the same time
they inhibit two other binocular cells, those tuned to
the opposite direction of motion at the same disparity
and those tuned to the same direction at other dispari-
ties. The reversals are explained by activated units at
one disparity becoming adapted and thus releasing the
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inhibition on the oppositely tuned cells. One assumes
that when the adaptation reaches a low enough level
then the opposite motion is seen. This type of explana-
tion is rather like the conventional aftereffect argu-
ments based on relative adaptation changes, but the
model is not very clear about this point. Both Nawrot
and Blake [10] and Andersen et al. [2] put their models
in the context of structure from motion (SFM) with a
large component based on motion parallax or kinetic
depth.
It would seem that our results do not fit this descrip-
tion, even though both models appear to be able to
account quite well for our data. In our experiments, the
structure or 3D appearance is clearly present in station-
ary stimuli and appears to be based solely on disparity
rather than SFM. The stimuli employed in our experi-
ments are good examples of transparent motion as we
perceive transparent surfaces moving in opposite direc-
tions. Motion parallax has been considered to be con-
tributing to depth in transparent motion, apart from
the cue of disparity [8]. However, motion parallax in
these situations depends on dots moving at different
speeds to give the appearance of dots moving in differ-
ent depth planes. In our experiments, the dots moved at
the same speeds, especially in our two-plane stimuli,
thus the main cue for depth was disparity rather than
through SFM cues like motion parallax.
In our experiments, subjects reported seeing an MAE
that rotated after stimulation with a rotating cylinder.
Furthermore, a rotational MAE on a cylinder could be
produced by the linear movement of two planes moving
in opposite directions at different depths and an MAE
moving in opposite directions in two planes could be
produced by a rotating cylinder (Experiment 2). This
raises the issue of whether there are separate rotation
sensitive cells responding to movement in depth, which
are independent of cells sensitive to linear motion in
two planes, as proposed in the two models considered
above. Indeed, it would be very interesting to know
whether the cells cited in the model of Andersen [1] can
mediate both forms of motion. Andersen (personal
communication) has observed that the MT cells sensi-
tive to both rotation and reversals in direction are those
most sensitive to disparity per se. Our observations that
FM adaptation produces an MAE on the FS cylinder,
but that no MAE was produced when the possible
depth cues are removed (PM:PS), suggest that there
might be some rotation and depth cues separate from
cues for motion in two planes.
In conclusion, our results show that we can produce
a cyclopean rotating MAE. Also, the data of our
experiments indicate that bidirectional stereoscopic mo-
tion in depth can suppress motion in planes other than
the ones adapted. Thus adaptation with FS and PS fails
to produce an MAE on FM, HM, PM, and M, all of
which are located on a different plane. By contrast,
uni-directional adaptation on one plane with SMO
stimuli can cross-adapt with NSMO stimuli (Fig. 1B,
Fig. 2) and adaptation with either SMO or NSMO
stimuli can cross-adapt and produce a non-selective
MAE on dual plane stimuli. For example, uni-direc-
tional adaptation with HS and HM produces an MAE
on FS, but the two planes of the test stimulus moved in
the same direction, suggesting that the rotation or
depth mechanisms are not being stimulated, and thus
there is no suppression between the planes. The issue of
whether there are MT cells sensitive to rotation in
depth independently of other cells sensitive to bidirec-
tional movement in two planes remains to be deter-
mined, perhaps by experiments with awake monkeys
like those of Chang et al. [5]. Indeed, Andersen [1] says
that they are currently examining whether the perceived
curvature in the cylinders is reflected in the activity of
MT neurons.
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